1. Regulation

TREATMENT

No person with COVID-19 confirmed or suspected, may refuse medical examination, prophylaxis, treatment, isolation or quarantine.
Regulation 2

ALCOHOL

The sale, dispensing or transportation of alcoholic beverages is prohibited between 6pm-9am Mon-Sat; Sun/public holidays 1pm-9am
Regulation 3

Suspension of Public Visits to:
- Correctional Centres
- Detention Facilities
- Holding Cells
- Military Detention Facilities
- Dep of Social Development facilities for 30 days, may be extended

What is a National State of Disaster?
REGULATION 4

ECDs

Early Childhood Development Centres, closed 18 March - 15 April 2020, it may be extended

WHAT IS A NATIONAL STATE OF DISASTER?
FAKE NEWS

Anyone that creates or spreads fake news about COVID-19 is liable for prosecution.
REGULATION 6

GATHERINGS
Restricted to under 100 people

WHAT IS A NATIONAL STATE OF DISASTER?

cooperative governance & traditional affairs
Department: Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Accounting Officer, Dep of Public Works authorise other Deps to identify & establish quarantine sites; Accounting Officer, Municipality identify sites; Accounting Officer, Dep of Health procure resources (48hrs), recruit & train professional health workers (24 hrs)
Regulation 8

Authority to issue direction

...to address, prevent, curb the spread of COVID-19 virus by The Ministers of Justice & Correctional Services, Basic & Higher Education, Police, Social Development and others.

What is a National State of Disaster?
These Regulations are set out to stop the further spread of COVID-19 virus and minimise its effects. Anyone found in violation may be fined or imprisoned.

**Suspension of Public Visits To:**
- Correctional Centres,
- Detention Facilities,
- Holding Cells;
- Military Detention Facilities;
- Dep of Social Development facilities for 30 days, may be extended

**Alcohol**
The sale, dispensing or transportation of alcoholic beverages is prohibited between 6pm-9am Mon-Sat; Sun/public holidays 1pm-9am

**Treatment**
No person with COVID-19 confirmed or suspected, may refuse medical examination, prophylaxis, treatment, isolation or quarantine

**Keep South Africa Healthy**

**What is a National State of Disaster?**

**Department of Defence**
Make available manpower, stores, equipment, ships, aircraft platforms, vehicles & facilities to support government deps, to prevent & manage COVID-19, essential services delivery

**Authority to Issue Direction**
...to address, prevent, curb spread of COVID-19 virus by The Ministers of Justice & Correctional Services, Basic & Higher Education, Police, Social Development & others

**Emergency Procurement Policy**
Accounting Officer, Dep of Public Works authorise other Deps to identify & establish quarantine sites; Accounting Officer, Municipality identify appropriate sites; Accounting Officer, Dep of Health procure resources (48hrs), recruit & train professional health workers (24 hrs)

**ECDs**
Early Childhood Development Centres, closed 18 March - 15 April 2020, it may be extended

**Fake News**
Anyone that creates or spreads fake news about COVID-19 is liable for prosecution

**Gatherings**
Restricted to under 100 people

*The detailed Regulations are available on sascoronavirus.co.za*
These Regulations are set out to stop the further spread of COVID-19 virus and minimise its effects. Anyone found in violation may be fined or imprisoned.

**WHAT IS A NATIONAL STATE OF DISASTER?**

**ALCOHOL**
The sale, dispensing or transportation of alcoholic beverages is prohibited between 6pm-9am Mon-Sat; Sun/public holidays 1pm-9am.

**FAKE NEWS**
Anyone that creates or spreads fake news about COVID-19 is liable for prosecution.

**TREATMENT**
No person with COVID-19 confirmed or suspected, may refuse medical examination, prophylaxis, treatment, isolation or quarantine.

**SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC VISITS TO:**
Correctional Centres, Detention Facilities, Holding Cells; Military Detention Facilities; Dep of Social Development facilities for 30 days, may be extended.

**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE**
Make available manpower, stores, equipment, ships, aircraft platforms, vehicles & facilities to support government deps, to prevent & manage COVID-19, essential services delivery.

**ECDs**
Early Childhood Development Centres, closed 18 March - 15 April 2020, it may be extended.

**EMERGENCY PROCUREMENT POLICY**
Accounting Officer, Dep of Public Works authorise other Deps to identify & establish quarantine sites; Accounting Officer, Municipality identify appropriate sites; Accounting Officer, Dep of Health procure resources (48hrs), recruit & train professional health workers (24 hrs).

**AUTHORITY TO ISSUE DIRECTION**
...to address, prevent, curb spread of COVID-19 virus by The Ministers of Justice & Correctional Services, Basic & Higher Education, Police, Social Development & others.

**GATHERINGS**
Restricted to under 100 people.